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We build remarkable places that enrich people's lives
Midway is a real estate investment, development, and construction firm focused on reinventing, reimagining, and redefining places with bold, innovative ideas.
►
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We build remarkable places that enrich people's lives
Midway is a full-service real estate investment, development, leasing, and management firm focused on reinventing, reimaging, and redefining places with bold, innovative ideas.
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We build and invest in places where people want to be
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Our purpose gives us our drive and fuels our innovation for the future

At Midway, everything we do is underpinned by our purpose to create enduring investments and remarkable places that enrich people’s lives. We know actions follow beliefs, which is why the values that guide us are the foundation upon which Midway is built.
Integrity



Authenticity and transparency are central to our conduct; we say what we mean and honor our word.




Passion



Passion is the fuel that drives us forward.
A passionate group of people working toward common goals, we can accomplish the unthinkable.




adaptability



It's what helps us differentiate ourselves and lead the industry in designing and developing what's next.




quality



We achieve quality results by planning with intention, designing with direction and effort and skillfully executing.




Initiative



We strive to make a difference, regardless of obstacles and resources.




Teamwork



It starts with the people and each of our team members is vital to our overall success.




urgency



Having a sense of urgency in everything we do. We act promptly and with intention, striving to make things happen efficiently and effectively.




Generosity



Giving back and investing in the community is a part of the company culture we have built and believe in.
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At Midway everything we do is underpinned by our purpose to create enduring investments and remarkable places that enrich people’s lives. We know actions follow beliefs, which is why the values that guide us are the foundation upon which Midway is built.
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Passion is the fuel that drives us forward.
A passionate group of people working toward common goals, we can accomplish the unthinkable.
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Passion is the fuel that drives us forward.
A passionate group of people working toward common goals, we can accomplish the unthinkable.
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It's what helps us differentiate ourselves and lead the industry in designing and developing what's next.

Quality
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We achieve quality results by planning with intention, designing with direction and effort and skillfully executing.

Initiative
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We strive to make a difference, regardless of obstacles and resources.

Teamwork
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When we succeed together, without worrying about who gets credit, we succeed with humility.

Urgency
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Having a sense of urgency in everything we do. We act promptly and with intention, striving to make things happen efficiently and effectively. accomplish the unthinkable.

Generosity
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Giving back and making a positive impact in the lives of people is at the core of who we are.











Our Tenant Voices
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Velvet Taco
The first location of this famous taco restaurant opening soon in Century Square.
Read full story
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Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams 
A new sweet spot opens up in CITYCENTRE with a community focus. 
Read full story
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Amazon Web Services (AWS)
AWS moved into CITYCENTRE 5 in 2019 and recently expanded with more office space within the mixed-use development. 
Read full story





Latest News


Midway Unveils Plans for CITYCENTRE Six 



Parkway Closes on Two Significant Houston Office Assets in One of The Largest U.S. Real Estate Transactions Year-To-Date



Century Square announces new businesses for second phase development
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Century Square announces new businesses for second phase development
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Explore Next
Our Places
Whether we’re reinventing a space or creating something new, we create places that matter. At Midway, we are driven by our ingenuity, passion and commitment to making our communities remarkable.

View more
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